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Will Howard, a proud citizen of The Collective, is Southern University’s most brilliant young space scientist.
Upon graduating with top honors in 2262, he accepts an appointment within a technological think tank
comprised of visionary scientists and engineers.An unyielding desire to rival his deceased father’s
accomplishments fades upon learning of his mentor’s impending death by cancer, and Stacey Navokovic’s
distain for his career ambitions. Believing his fiancée’s love is steadfast, he embarks on a six-month
orientation mission in space.He awakens from a lengthy coma, the sole survivor of a shuttle bus accident, to
discover his memories are the product of a medical condition known as ‘memory distortion’. While
convalescing he befriends the exotic Cindy Chen, a behavioral specialist assigned to the medical team and
member of the dominant global corporation, China-Core. Lured by Will’s looks and unpredicted intelligence,
she guardedly agrees to assist his efforts in discovering the reasons behind his explicit accounts of another
life. Once discharged from medical care, Will draws upon his knowledge of old-Earth quantum physics to
theorize he experienced a phenomenon he designates a ‘string event’.While seeking proof to substantiate his
outrageous theory, a powerful China-Core executive becomes intrigued with Will’s case, and scrutinizes the
young man’s accident deposition statements and superior cognitive abilities. Will’s acceptance of his fate
and desire to lead a peaceful existence is shattered when China-Core recovers a body from lunar orbit that
appears to be his identical twin.With a hostile government closing in, a superior intelligence intervenes and
offers salvation at the cost of unimaginable temporal paradoxes.Book One of the String Trilogy concludes as
Will begins a quest to seek the gatekeepers responsible for redefining his future by rewriting his past.
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From reader reviews:

Tom Copper:

Throughout other case, little folks like to read book String. You can choose the best book if you want reading
a book. As long as we know about how is important any book String. You can add know-how and of course
you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, because from book you can learn everything!
From your country right up until foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple factor until wonderful
thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or searching by internet gadget. It is
called e-book. You need to use it when you feel uninterested to go to the library. Let's examine.

Elmer Pereira:

The experience that you get from String may be the more deep you searching the information that hide in the
words the more you get thinking about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise but
String giving you excitement feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in selected way that can
be understood by means of anyone who read the item because the author of this book is well-known enough.
This kind of book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. Making it easy to understand then
can go to you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having this
particular String instantly.

Rosemary Till:

The actual book String has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit. The book
was authored by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research just before write this book. This
kind of book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this book.

Sandra Lynn:

Within this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are more
important than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple way to have that. What you must do
is just spending your time very little but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of the books in the
top record in your reading list will be String. This book and that is qualified as The Hungry Hillsides can get
you closer in getting precious person. By looking upward and review this publication you can get many
advantages.
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